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Description
Trader specialising in G gauge.
St. Albans preserved Signal Box Society.
Children’s layout in aid of local hospice.
Railway books galore.
00 London Underground trains for sale.
Small N Gauge Oil Terminal layout
Layout that includes 00 and narrow Gauge 009
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
A fun layout with lots of character. 16.5mm
O Gauge layout on the border of Beds. & Cambs.

General model trader from Chelmsford.
Deltic Preservation Society.
00 layout from Waveney Valley MRC
Second-hand models.
Railway Correspondence & Travel Society
A small town Southern Railway terminal
DHMRS Club members G Scale layout.
Bringing the History of Smallford Station to Life
An O Gauge diorama with a difference.
Our Society’s new work in progress layout
2mm/ft scale built with N Gauge track.
Second Hand models etc.
Our society’s permanent 00 layout.
Britain’s Favourite Rail Tour Operator!

Cover picture of Havil Junction courtesy of Ray Lightfoot.

INTRODUCTION.
Welcome to our exhibition where I am sure you will find plenty to
interest you, as we have a very wide range of model railways on show.
Do ask the exhibitors about how they make their models. There is always
something to learn.
We have decided not to have barriers at the exhibition so you can get
close to the models. Do please watch your children as it all too easy to do
a lot of damage, and we don’t want to annoy the model makers!
Malcolm Olver, Chairman

REFRESHMENTS - Drinks and snacks are available on the ground floor
FIRST AID - Please ask at the refreshments area, a steward or at the cash
desk
For details of the Society & its layouts see our website at
www.dhmrs.co.uk
We hope you enjoy your visit and you are inspired to have a go.
Questions about the hobby? Feel free to ask layout operators,
or one of the stewards.

Make a note: next years’ exhibition is on 25 April 2015

EXHIBIT DESCRIPTIONS
1. Albanrail
Email chapmanredbourn@btinternet.com Tel:01582 792013

Gauge: G

Albanrail return with their demonstration layout using a selection of electric-powered
locomotives, rolling stock, buildings and accessories showing how much can be achieved in a
small space to provide fun for all the family. The layout is all constructed from set track and out
of the box stock, showing the quality and detail that relatively cheap ready to run items in this
increasingly popular gauge provide.
Speak to us today about joining the fastest-growing part of “The World’s Greatest Hobby”. On
show are some of the exciting range of trains and accessories, most representing 3ft narrow
gauge North American railways, which can make your dreams reality.
Feel free to talk to us about this gauge and scale; we hope to share the fun with you.
Please note that though G scale is generally weather resistant ground conditions may dictate
what can be displayed and operated.

2. St Albans Signal Box
The present St Albans South signal box was built by the Midland Railway in 1892, replacing a
smaller and earlier box built when their ‘London Extension’ was first opened in 1867. The
building was listed Grade 2 in 1979 prior to the box being abandoned by British Railways in
1980. All equipment was removed by BR on closure except for the ‘tumbler locked’ 44-lever
frame which was left in the building. In January 2003, local residents formed the St Albans
Signal Box Preservation Trust because of concern at the derelict state of the box; a 25-year
lease was granted by Network Rail in March
2006.
We are open: April to October: 2nd and 4th
Sunday afternoons, 14.00-17.00.
November to Easter: 2nd Sunday afternoon,
14.00-17.00.
Extended openings on some weekends – see
our website www.sigbox.co.uk for dates and
location information. Party visits ‘out of hours’
can be arranged - see our website.

3. Shabbey Road

De Havilland MRS

Gauge: 00

An Underground Ernie DIY (Drive It Yourself) layout intended purely for fun and mainly for the
youngsters.
ALL MONEY COLLECTED FROM THIS LAYOUT WILL GO TO THE LOCAL
ISOBEL HOSPICE.
Though the layout is for fun, the people manning the layout have a vast fund of knowledge on
model railways between them and will be happy to discuss ideas or offer advice (without
liability) to those at all stages in the hobby.

4. Peter Cowan Books

Tel: 020 8866 8153

For your Second-hand Railway Book needs.

5. Metromodels

John Polley

John will have a selection of '00' scale London Underground trains & accessories for sale plus
various secondhand model rail items including Kato & Tomix Japanese N scale.

6. Lofthole Oil Terminal

Jon Dean

Gauge: N

Post privatisation N Gauge layout, featuring an oil terminal & encouraging audience
participation.
If you stand to watch the trains go by at
Lofthole signal box by this ex-MR route
in the West Midlands, you will see a
wide variety of modern freight trains
and some Central Trains DMU services.
You will be able to watch deliveries of
oil to the oil terminal, goods inwards
and outwards at the mysterious
“Rocket” factory, and if you don’t seem
too busy the signalman may even ask
you to help out!

7. Lyne Castle

Andrew Dwight

Gauge: 00

Lyne Castle lies somewhere along the southern part of the Great Central line.
At some period in time the station had a main through line, that remained in place up until
1966, when the line north was closed. The track being lifted shortly after closure. Coming from
the south is a branch line. This was originally freight only, serving an M.O.D. depot, some 5
miles away.
Today Lyne Castle is served by modern traction DMU and is also used by EWS for refuelling.
The branch line was closed in the early 80’s and the track lifted. Four miles of the branch track
bed and part of the closed goods yard has been taken over by a narrow gauge railway society,
onto which they have constructed a narrow gauge railway system now shown in model form.
In reality Lyne Castle has never existed.
This layout is built to 00 scale, 4mm to the foot and is set in the present day. Buildings are by
Hornby, Bachman, Dapol, Metcalf and Superquick, or scratch built. The main station building
was scratch built using Metcalf brick card sheets and is based on Brackley Central in
Northamptonshire. The narrow gauge railway is in 009 format, 4mm to the foot and uses Peco
track with the stock, some of which is new, but mainly consists of kit built or secondhand.

8. LCGB

www.lcgb.org.uk

Tel: 01727 861839

The St Albans Branch of the Locomotive Club of Great Britain (LCGB) is the regional section of
a national railway enthusiast study association. Meetings are held at the United Reformed
Church in Chiswell Green (near to St Albans) on the second Thursday of each month between
September and May, starting at 19.30 hours. Although it is not necessary to be a member to
attend branch meetings, membership of the LCGB will enable a range of further benefits to be
accessed, including the chance to take part in overseas railtours. For further information,
please phone 01442-251540 or access the LCGB website on http://www.lcgb.org.uk/

9. Grumstick & Dipplewick

Bev Rawlings

Gauge: 16.5mm

History is not specific but it is written that one cold winters night, when the mist hung low over
the hills, one Septimus Grumstick, an itinerant sauce and pickle sundriesman, per chanced to
take rest and sustenance at the foot of a small tor, some miles to the west of the town of
Dipplewick. It was whilst taking this break from his weary and fruitless travels that good
fortune befell our Septimus. He discovered, glinting in the moonlight, several high grade

treacle nuggets. From this good fortune
our hero built up the Grumstick Treacle
Mining Company.
As Septimus became a wealthy man, a
thriving town grew up around the mine.
It was named Grumstick after its
founder.

10. Stodden Hundred Light Railway

Luton MRC

Gauge: 0 – 7mm finescale

The Stodden Hundred Light Railway is a depiction of a rural railway on the borders of
Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire, in the mid 1930’s, just before everything changed with
World War 2. Serving the market town of Kimbolton and the villages of Pertenhall &
Swineshead, this is a branch (twig?) off the main line which runs from the iron ore pits around
Kettering to Great Barford near Sandy, where connections are made with the LNER & LMS.
Being an economically stretched railway the SHLR had to make do with cast off locomotives
and passenger coaches from the more major railways or industrial users. With the light traffic
0-4-0 and 0-6-0 tank locomotives became the norm. Because it was always short of operating
engines, deals were struck with engine manufacturers for them to trial their new locomotives
out of the public
gaze. This was
time when new
technology, in
the form of
petrol and diesel
locomotives was
gaining ground,
so there were
the occasional
appearances of
more modern
traction on SHLR
trains.

11. John Dutfield Model Railways

Email : heatherwilkinson@btconnect.com

Wards Yard, 133 Springfield Park Road, Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 6EE

Tel: 01245 494 455

This trader from Chelmsford has an Aladdin's cave in the shop in Chelmsford in which you'll
find offerings from all the major and many of the smaller manufacturers. Only a small selection
of their offerings can be brought to the show among which will be Superquick, Metcalfe, Ratio,
Wills, EFE, OOC, P & D Marsh, Slaters, Springside, Dapol, Graham Farish, Alan Gibson, Parkside
Dundas, Harburn Hobbies, Tower (0 gauge), Lenz, Woodland Scenics & some RTR items to
show the range available. Voted Bachmann Retailer of the Year 2004. Mail order is available on
the majority of items.
In addition to all the new stock there is normally a changing selection of second hand in the
shop. For further details and prices speak to us, phone or e-mail for further information.

12. Deltic Preservation Society

www.thedps.co.uk

Tel: 01245 421554

The Deltic Preservation Society is the owner and operator of 3 ex British Rail class 55 Deltic
locomotives, which are normally housed in our own purpose built diesel shed at Barrow Hill
museum.
All profits from their mail order video & book service with over 2500 titles go to railway
preservation. For further details of stocks or membership please send an SAE to the above
address. There may even be a few Limited Edition items of rolling stock available today.

13. Greystock Junction

Waveney Valley MRC

Gauge: 00

This junction station, with Network Rail connection, is at the southern end of the preserved
Greystock and Whitlock Railway. The headquarters of the preserved line is at the other end of
the line and includes the main repair facilities and also the only turntable. Because of the
sinuous nature of the line locomotives are turned on each visit to Whitlock to even out flange
wear.
Being Gala Day the service on the line is very intensive, with steam and diesel traction, both
society owned and visiting locomotives, also a frequent connecting service is provided by the
franchised network operator. Brake van rides are also being offered in the yard. In the lower
meadow, behind Greystock shed, a military recreation event is part of the Gala fund raising
activities, the aim is to fight a proposed compulsory purchase of part of the preservation
societies land for a new motorway to the coast.

14. Joe Lock Model Railways

email j.lock4@sky.com

Tel: 01992 467967

Joe Lock has been trading in good second-hand model railways for many years, and offers a
complete selection of items from track, small accessories and control equipment through to
wagons, coaches and locomotives. Joe is a member of the Hornby Railway Collectors'
Association, Gauge 0 Guild, and the Bluebell Railway. Please take the time to view what is on
display and do not be afraid to ask any questions. He is very interested in buying model
railways of any age, gauge or amount so if you have anything to sell or part exchange, please
ask him for advice.

15. Railway Correspondence & Travel Society (RCTS)

www.rcts.org.uk

The Society today is represented by the Hitchin Branch, who will have on sale RCTS
Publications, second-hand books, slides, photographs, DVD's & other items of interest.
Our branch meetings are held in two centres locally, one at The Hitchin Christian Centre,
Bedford Road, Hitchin, which is on the second Wednesday each month starting at 19:30,
(except August when we have an outing to a place of railway interest), the other is on the last
Tuesday afternoon each month (except August & December) starting at 14:15. at The
Methodist Church, Ludwick Way, Welwyn Garden City.
Visitors & guests are always welcome at both venues. Admission is free, but a donation to help
defray costs is welcome & allows participation in the raffle & includes tea / coffee.
The meetings cover many aspects of our railway interest including all types of traction from
home & abroad.
We look forward to seeing you. For a programme of meetings, please collect one from our
stand or visit our website www.rcts.org.uk. or contact our secretary Dave Elsdon on 01438
714277 or email Hitchin@rcts.org.uk.

16. Hoath Hill Halt

Peter Bossom

3mm Scale, Gauge: 14.2mm

This layout depicts the railhead and exchange sidings of an industrial concern on one of the
non-electrified lines of British Rail (Southern Region ) ‘somewhere in East Sussex’, with the
adjacent halt serving the nearby community of Hoath Hill. Much of the activity within the
works takes place in a variety of sheds and most of the finished product is conveyed in closed
vans or sheeted wagons, so precisely what is produced is open to conjecture !
This is the second layout to carry the name of ‘Hoath Hill’, with initial inspiration coming from
the book ‘Model Railway Layout Design’ by Iain Rice. The original concept was to trial my
ability to work in 14.2 gauge, and to create a layout that could easily be erected at home

without a major furniture move. Developments on the original layout awakened a dormant
interest in things modern and a
larger model became necessary to
accommodate this growing interest !
Attempts were made to seek
assistance from local industrial sites
but permission was not given and
much of the model has been created
using photographs as a guide. The
name comes from a road near to the
Mountfield mines of British Gypsum.

17. Bideford Light Railway

Julian Butcher

Gauge: G

A local enthusiast keen on narrow gauge has built his own narrow gauge line starting near the
Torridge bridge, carrying the A39 over the River Torridge and terminating near the farm of
Ashridge. Originally built as a private industrial line the layout is the end of the line where the
loco’s are stored, watered and fuelled. Demand from friends and enthusiasts has just made
him start providing a passenger service from the new rudimentary passenger station.
Traffic is light, consisting of short goods trains usually worked on the one engine in steam
principal during the week with passenger stock only appearing at weekends. The initial loco
purchased was a little German narrow gauge "field" loco, this was joined by a small American
switcher found on a business trip to the States. The latter required some modifications to fit
the limited gauge, but now gives sterling service being more readily available than the steam
loco.

18. Smallford - BR(E)

Alastair Cameron

Gauge: N

2mm Scale/’N’ - 9mm Gauge FS Track - c.1960, Hatfield-StAlbans branch ‘finale’.

A WORK IN PROGRESS, as part of the “Bringing the History of Smallford Station to Life”
Project, supported by the National Heritage Lottery Fund and University of Hertfordshire
Heritage Hub. A portion of the platform and the Grade II Listed Station Building still exist, in
generally good condition, alongside the “Alban Way” Cycle & Footpath. Smallford Residents
Association members and others interested in Preservation (and possible Community Use) of

the Building are currently researching its unique History in depth – details from
accompanying Display/’Staff’.
Designed to give an impression of a ‘timeworn’ Smallford Station and Goods Yard in the
decade leading up to final closure of the branch, and planned as a Small-Space Display piece,
the model is not intended to be a ‘100% accurate scale model’ - not possible, in any event,
working from ‘memories’, maps and old photos! It therefore embodies some ‘selective
compression’ and ‘exclusion’ - particularly of less ‘railway-relevant’ Yard features which would
necessitate doubling the model size without much added visual interest. The model is ‘as is’
after about 6 months ‘gestation’. Some ‘Suspension of Disbelief’ will be required of
knowledgeable viewers (e.g. we don’t have any evidence for Bright Yellow Banana Vans being
used in reality, but they are nice and eye-catching on the model….) - HOWEVER, ANY
RELEVANT MEMORIES, of place or ‘operations’, will be WELCOMED!

19.

03.24 8-8-63 Project

Luton MRC

Gauge: 0

With the recent interest in the events of the early hours of the morning of 8th August 1963,
coincident with the 50th anniversary, the LMRC ‘O’ Gauge group decided to create a diorama
that would portray the events as it occurred.
Whilst a possibly sensitive subject for some people, it was agreed at an early stage that we
would not set out to condone or glorify the actions of the robbers that night. However, the
events has become part of the national consciousness as can be seen from the recent media
coverage around the 50th anniversary. Thus it was felt that we could create an interesting
display of the scene without portraying any of the personalities, who are represented as
nothing other than figures on a layout. To allow some wider benefit to be gained from the
showing of this diorama, the group has selected the Woking Homes as a nominated charity.
This was established by the LSWR, originally as an orphanage, and subsequently became their
home for retired railwaymen. It seemed appropriate to include this in our project in the hope
of being able to give something back to former railway servants.

20. Work in progress – Middleton in Teesdale

DHMRS

Gauge: 00

The original Middleton model proved to be too difficult to operate and its technical problems
were never completely overcome, so the Club decided to retain the station buildings and
rebuild the layout from scratch. The boards are lightweight and stored on trolleys that make
storage and transport simple. Operation is with hand held controllers, with separate panels
controlling the points for the main line, goods yard and stone yard. Stock is mostly kit built
representing the former North Eastern Railway in the 1930s.
Do ask the club members on the layout any questions you have about model building, track,
or wiring.

21. Dawton New Street

David Evans

Gauge: 2mm

Set in the 1970s to 80s, when BR blue livery ruled supreme, Dawton New Street is a freelance
layout constructed in 2mm/ft scale and built with N gauge code 55 track. The layout is
continuous, featuring a double track main line, a four-platform station and loops outside the
station for holding freight trains etc. Ten storage sidings are out of sight of the viewing area
and can hold a maximum of twenty trains. A Motive Power Depot is centrally placed and can
accommodate in the region of fourteen locomotives. A duel level canal runs along the front of
the layout, split by a lock.

The model is not time-specific; however the line running from the town of Dawton is in the
process of modification, with colour light signals appearing, but not yet working, which will
replace the old semaphore signals.
The aims of the layout are to keep trains moving on the main lines, with occasional loco
movements in the depot, and to provide a degree of interest in the scenic sections by
displaying various cameo scenes.
22. DHMRS Club Stand and Second Hand Stall.
Second-hand models for sale and De Havilland Model Railway Society information.

23. Havil Junction

Gauge: 00

Havil Junction is the Society’s permanent layout based upon a typical main line set in the
industrial West Riding of Yorkshire, a joint Midland and North Eastern concern. Connections in
the north bring through trains from both Leeds and York, while to the south, Sheffield is the
first major town.

There is heavy coal traffic, which has resulted in Havil being at the end of an Up Mineral relief
line. This line is worked under permissive block, whereby because of their low speed mineral
trains are allowed to run closely following each other within a single signalling block,
increasing the capacity of the line. There is no additional down line because the lightly loaded

empties can run faster and therefore didn’t block the path of other trains, unlike the slow
heavily loaded Up trains.
The model began life in 1962, at the formation of DHMRS. Today we are running trains typical
of 1960, so almost contemporary with its construction. Steam haulage is rapidly disappearing,
although the diesel replacements are not yet completely reliable, giving the possibility of
seeing some unusual double-heading. We have taken a historical liberty with the tram system,
as with very few exceptions, all trams ceased operation in the 1950s.

24. UK Railtours

www.ukrailtours.com

Tel: 01438 715050

A display highlighting the variety of tours this popular locally based company offers both
railway enthusiasts and those who just enjoy a great day out by Special Train.
See back cover of this programme for more details.

Enjoy a Great Day Out by Special Train!

Departures from London, Potters Bar, Stevenage,
Luton Airport Parkway, Watford Junction and many more

MAIN LINE STEAM EXCURSIONS TO YORK

‘The White Rose’

Hauled by Bittern on Saturday 14th June

‘The Solent and Sarum’

Hauled by Braunton on Saturday 24th May
DIESEL AND ELECTRIC TOURS
Classes 60, 66, 67, 73, 90, 92 etc

159 TOURS
Operated by South West Trains – Everything’s fine on a 159!

125 SPECIALS
Operated by East Midlands Trains – Unique to UK Railtours!

LUXURY FIRST CLASS DINING
Let our expert chefs and stewards make your day out really special

GREAT VALUE STANDARD CLASS FARES
Full day tours from only £29.50!

WONDERFUL DESTINATIONS AND ROUTES
York, Bath, Bristol, The Isle of Wight, Seaton Tramway and many more…

‘FORGOTTEN TRACKS’ TOURS OVER FREIGHT LINES
Portbury Docks and Doncaster North Curve

Make sure you have our brochure!
Write to UK Railtours, PO Box 350, Welwyn, AL6 0WG
or call 01438 715050 from 09.00 to 17.00 Monday to Friday
or visit our website on www.ukrailtours.com

We hope you enjoyed your visit and to see you again at next years’ show
on 25th April 2015

